APPROVED LIST OF PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE PROBLEMS
FOR THE GAVEL GAMES CONTEST

1. Make a Motion
2. Lay a Motion on the Table
3. Amend a Motion
4. Call for a Division of the Assembly (House)
5. Take a Motion from the Table
6. Request to Withdraw a Motion
7. Refer to a Committee
8. Rise to a Point of Order
9. Appeal to the Chairperson
10. Previous Question (close debate)
11. Rescind or Repeal a Motion
12. Reconsider a Motion
13. Postpone Motion to a Definite Time
14. Suspend the Rules
15. Postpone a Motion Indefinitely

NOTE: Juniors are required to do the first three problems on the list; Intermediates, the first six; and Seniors are required to do the first six plus three additional problems, one of which will be drawn the day of the contest. Any age level can demonstrate any additional parliamentary skills they so desire.

Refer to The Meeting Will Come to Order (4-H 440 Rev. June 2005)